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Q: Does Foundation replace Studio? If so, can Studio licenses be transferred to Foundation?
A: Foundation does not replace Studio. Studio is the key user product which is used to automate transaction,
design queries and build the excel templates and forms for data management. Foundation is the server product
for the workflow execution, user governance and server side execution of data to SAP.

Q: Can Winshuttle add long text in the case of PM task lists?
A: Yes, Winshuttle product supports creation, extraction and update of long-text into SAP. A specific Plant
Maintenance example can be seen here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rPlOjDrepqc

Q: Who owns the process? Business process lead, Continuous improvement?
A: The Winshuttle solutions can be owned and managed by the business users who can reside in various teams
(Business transformation, continuous improvement or a functional team like Finance, Operations etc.).
Furthermore, you have the peace of mind because it respects all the SAP security and authorization framework
and IT can choose to govern it from the technical standpoint.

Q: Does it also support OM transactions or HR master data not only Finance data?
A: Yes, Winshuttle supports all functional areas in SAP ERP including OM (Order Management), HR (Human
Resources) but all the others too. http://www.winshuttle.com/solutions-sap/modules/

Q: Can SAP APO-DP forecast for a certain Customer-location-code be updated, please?
A: Winshuttle works via the presentation layer of SAP. Hence, it can automate any transaction code or BAPI by
mapping it to Excel.

Q: Can Winshuttle be used for Plant Maintenance?
A: Yes. You can find some examples on our website: http://www.winshuttle.com/solutions-sap/modules/plantmaintenance/

Q: Can this program create first data registration in SAP from an Excel doc MM01 transaction in SAP?
A: Yes. In addition it can also automate other material master processes in addition to MM01 by daisy-chaining
multiple t-codes in a single template.

Examples: http://www.winshuttle.com/sap-master-data/material-master/

Q: How can you use Winshuttle to extract data from SAP?
A: Winshuttle product suite can extract data from the table level but joining multiple tables and mapping it to an
Excel template.
http://www.winshuttle.com/products/query/

Q: Can it be used for flexi real estate?
A: Yes, Winshuttle product suite works with the SAP Real-Estate system as well. The following customer
webinar explains the use-cases and benefits that one of our customers achieved by using Winshuttle:
http://www.winshuttle.com/assets/webinar-creative-solutions-with-halliburton/
Q: Can SAP APO-SNP product-location master data be updated with Winshuttle?
A: Winshuttle works via the presentation layer of SAP. Hence, it can automate any transaction code or BAPI by
mapping it to Excel.

Winshuttle provides software products that improve how business users work with SAP. For customers
who struggle with rigid, expensive and inefficient processes that limit their ability to adapt to changing
business conditions, Winshuttle has the solution.
The Winshuttle Platform enables customers to build and adapt Excel and SharePoint-based interactive
forms and workflows for SAP without programming. Thousands of Winshuttle customers have radically
accelerated SAP processes, saving and redirecting millions of dollars every day.
Winshuttle supports customers worldwide from offices in the United States, United Kingdom, France,
Germany, and India.
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